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Big changes in Arctic sea ice

HadISST

Summer sea ice 
extent

Summer sea ice 
extent

Projections of future changes in 
Arctic sea ice

1986-2005 2081-2100, 
RCP 4.5

2081-2100, 
RCP 8.5

Average sea ice extent (% cover; IPCC AR5, 2013)

Winter
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Major Advances: Measuring sea 

ice thickness from space

Sea ice thickness 
know the sea ice 
volume, and 
improve our 
understanding of 
Arctic mass and 
energy balances

Reduction in ice thickness 

and multi-year ice

Thin single-year ice is less strong and 
more likely to break up in severe weather 
conditions, causing more annual 
variation in sea ice extent.

Arctic storm, summer 2012
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Movement of ice within the Arctic 
climate system

Pathways of water across the 
Arctic Ocean

Strongly influenced by bathymetry 

Influence of atmospheric circulations 
on Arctic sea ice and fresh water 

budgets 

Andrey ProshuTInsky
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Arctic sea ice loss: 

A deceptively simple system? 

Increases in 
temperature

Arctic sea 
ice melts

Darker 
surfaces 
revealed

Albedo 
reduced 

(less 
surface 

reflectance)

Increased 
absorption 

of solar 
radiation

Arctic sea ice as part of a 

complex climate system

Transport of heat 
and salinity
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Reducing uncertainty in Arctic 

sea ice projections

IPCC AR5September Arctic sea ice extent: IPCC AR5

1950

RCP2.6

RCP8.5

2000 2050 2100

Future pathway depends critically on model skill for 
current climate

Process understanding is vital:

NERC Arctic Programme

Contribution of different processes to Arctic ice melt
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Prediction of ice extent can provide 
valuable information for transportation 

and Arctic exploitation

1-10 AUG 2012
Development of the 

Arctic Storm 

WMO Polar Prediction Project

Emerging skill in forecasting a 
season ahead

2015 Observed Minimum: 4.41 
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Is there an impact of declining 
Arctic sea ice on UK weather?

Arctic conditions and UK 
winters are linked through 

atmospheric circulation

Latest results 
suggest that 

warming Arctic 
may predispose 
winter climate to 
negative NAO?

Summary

• The Arctic is a very complex system which has seen 
significant changes commensurate with global warming. 

• Advances in observations and modelling have improved our 
understanding of the Arctic and our ability to predict short-
term variations and long-term changes. 

• Further changes are expected in years to come as the 
planet continues to warm. 

• Changes in the Arctic are likely to have impacts further 
afield. 

• Understanding the links between the Arctic and UK weather 
and climate is becoming increasingly important and is an 
active area of research. 
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Questions


